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Goals

- Recruit active and creative volunteers to promote to HuAC, by starting HuAC ambassadors program;
- Get speakers, with good knowledge and experience in field of technology and engineering management for HuAC webinars to guarantee the quality of the webinars;
- Get writers, with good knowledge and experience in field of technology and engineering management for HuAC articles to guarantee the quality of the publication;
- Start Global or Regional Competition to award the best HuAC group to guarantee the sustainability of the groups (by studying the existing GHTC as a model);
- Keep in contact with existing groups to follow up their work by live chats or emails.

Status

50% completed

Outlook

1. Post on Facebook and Twitter on weekly bases (ongoing);
2. Send quarterly mail about HuAC activities to IEEE members (pending);
3. Write articles about HuAC in regions magazines and share them on social media (pending);
4. Record video about HuAC activities and post it on IEEE TV (pending);
5. Start partnership with IEEE and non-IEEE Organizations interested in Technology and Engineering management (ongoing);
6. Participate in IEEE and non-IEEE events to promote HuAC (done but still ongoing);
7. Formulate strategy to get good speakers, writers and ambassadors for our programs (pending).

Points of Concern

1. Take booth in regional or global IEEE events (ongoing);
2. Initiate partnership with well-known organizations like Engineers without borders and Engineers for change (ongoing)

Other Issues to report